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      Abstract: In this work, the behavior of an individual of a group 
to his fellow men. In a group, if we consider the relationship 
between people, we note the following possibilities. Any two of 
them may like each other or dislikes each other or indifferent to 
each other. It can be also checked originally to describe the way 
psychological consistency is obtained. And signed degree vertex 
evolves interesting results in new parameters of Balanced signed 
fuzzy graph and unbalanced signed fuzzy graph also we obtained 
some properties over it.  

Keywords: Signed graph, Balanced Signed Graph. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In connection with the problems in Social psychology, 
Cartwright and Harary [1] introduced the notion of signed 
graph. Here, nodes represent persons and the edges represent 
symmetric dyadic relations among them. The basic frame 
work for doing this is to understand the tension between these 
two forces, and the notion of structural balance. Afterward 
Zaslavsky [3] and many other authors established sequential 
results. It has important in the literature, due to its extensive 
use in the field of modeling; a variety of Socio-psychological 
processes and also it has various interesting connections with 
much classical mathematical analysis. It is clear that in real 
life many problems bear imprecise information, for model 
those problems introduced the concept of fuzzy set, which 
moderate many areas of Science and technology was 
introduced by Zadeh [5]. The concept of fuzzy graph was 
introduced by Rosenfeld [2].   

In this article, we have introduced Fuzzy signed graphs and 
investigated a few of their properties. We have used the 
standard definitions and terminologies in this paper. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

2.1. Definition 

  If each edge of the path of a graph has either a positive or 
negative sign, it is called a signed fuzzy graph. 
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Example 2.1 

 
Fig.1. Fuzzy graph and its signed graph. 

 In this fuzzy graph we assume ,6.0=  
42313221

,,, vvvvvvvv  

are contained in the four edges of the − cut set. We have 
assigned positive sign to these edges and negative sign for the 
remaining.  

2.2. Definition 

 If )()( vdvd −+ =  is true for every vertex v  of D, the 

directed graph D is said to be a balanced fuzzy digraph or 
an isograph or a pseudo symmetric digraph.  
          The number of arcs that terminate at v is the In-degree 
of v. 
          The number of arcs of the fuzzy graph D is the 
Out-degree of a vertex v that initiate at v . 

Example 2.2 

 
Fig.2. Balanced Fuzzy Digraph. 

 
 In this fuzzy graph, )(vd +  denotes out-degree of v and 

)(vd −  denotes in-degree of v. 

Here,  
 3.0)(

1
=+ vd  

 1.0)(
2

=+ vd  

8.15.06.07.0)(
3

=++=+ vd  

6.02.04.0)(
4

=+=+ vd  

  Out degree of   

i
v   =   8.2)]([ =+

i
vd  
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6.02.04.0)(
1

=+=− vd  

9.03.06.0)(
2

=+=− vd  

6.05.01.0)(
3

=+=− vd  

7.0)(
4

=− vd  

  In degree of 
i

v  =  8.2)]([ =−

i
vd  

 Here, )()( vdvd −+ = , therefore this fuzzy digraph is a 

balanced fuzzy digraph. 

2.3. Definition  

 If every vertex has the same in-degree and out-degree as 
every other vertex, the balanced fuzzy digraph is said to be 
regular.  

Example 2.3 

 
Fig.3. Regular Fuzzy Digraph. 

 In this fuzzy graph, 
2.0)()(

11
== −+ vdvd   

5.0)()(
22

== −+ vdvd  

5.0)()(
33

== −+ vdvd  

5.0)()(
44

== −+ vdvd  

Therefore, every vertex has the same in-degree and 
out-degree. 

2.4. Definition 

 The positive degree of any vertex v is the sum of the 
membership values of all incident positive edge to v, that is, 




++

+

=
Evv

i

i

vvv
),(

),()]([deg  and the negative degree of any 

vertex v is the sum of the membership values of all incident 
negative edge to v, that is, 



−−

−

=
Evv

i

i

vvv
),(

),()]([deg  and 

)deg(vs  known as signed degree of any vertex v is 

difference between )]([deg v+  and )]([deg v−  and that is, 

|)]([deg)]([deg|)](deg[ vvvs −= −+  and the degree of v is 

)].([deg)]([deg)](deg[ vvv += −+      

Example 2.4 

 The following is an example to calculate sign degree of all 
vertex of a fuzzy signed graph.  

 
Fig.4. Signed degree of Fuzzy Graph. 

    )]([deg)]([deg)](deg[ uuu += −+  

)]([deg)]([deg)](deg[
111

vvv += −+  

                      ]3.04.0[]6.07.0[ +++=  

                      0.2=  
 )]([deg)]([deg)](deg[

222
vvv += −+  

                    0]6.07.0[ ++=  
                    3.1=  

)]([deg)]([deg)](deg[
333

vvv += −+  

                   0]6.06.0[ ++=  
                   3.1=  

)]([deg)]([deg)](deg[
444

vvv += −+  

                   ]3.03.0[0 ++=  

                   6.0=  
)]([deg)]([deg)](deg[

555
vvv += −+  

                   ]3.04.0[0 ++=  
                   7.0=  

and  
    |)]([deg)]([deg|)](deg[ uuus −= −+  

|)]([deg)]([deg|)](deg[
111

vvvs −= −+  

                       ]3.04.0[]6.07.0[ +−+=  

                       |7.03.1| −=  

                       6.0=  
   |)]([deg)]([deg|)](deg[

222
vvvs −= −+  

                       |0]6.07.0[| −+=  

                       3.1=  
   |)]([deg)]([deg|)](deg[

333
vvvs −= −+  

                       |0]6.06.0[| −+=  

                       2.1=  
   |)]([deg)]([deg|)](deg[

444
vvvs −= −+  

                       |]3.03.0[0| +−=  
                       6.0=  
   |)]([deg)]([deg|)](deg[

555
vvvs += −+  

                       |]3.04.0[0| +−=  

                       7.0=  

2.5. Definition 

 A fuzzy signed graph is supposed to be balanced if the 
product of sign of all edges for each cycle is positive and sum 
of the membership value of all edges for each cycle of length 
‘n’ is greater than or equal to .2/n  

Example 2.5 

 
Fig.5. Balanced Fuzzy Signed Graph. 
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 In this fuzzy graph, each cycle 
5345321

, vvvvvvv  and 

54321
vvvvv  is positive and sum of the membership of all edges 

for each cycle are 2.3, 1.5 and 3.0 respectively. Since for each 
cycle sum of the membership values of all edges becomes 
greater than or equal to ,2/n  thus we can say that this fuzzy 
graph is balanced.  

2.6. Definition 

 A signed fuzzy graph is balanced if every cycle has an 

even number of '' ve−  signs. Otherwise it is unbalanced 
signed fuzzy graph and a cycle has a positive if it has an even 
number of ve−  edges and a cycle has a negative if it has 
add number of ve−  edges.  

 
Fig.6. Signed Fuzzy Graph. 

In this fuzzy graph,  

Cycle 
No. of 

negative 
signs 

Balanced / 
Unbalanced 
fuzzy graph 

Positive 
/Negative 

)()()( yvu   3 Unbalanced Negative 

)()()( xwv   1 Unbalanced Negative 

)()()( yxv   2 Balanced Positive 

)()()()()( yxwvu   2 Balanced Positive 

2.7. Definition 

 A signed fuzzy graph S is said to be balanced if its vertex 
set can be partitioned into two subsets (one of which may be 
empty). So that any edge joining two vertices within the same 
subset is positive, while any edge joining two vertices in 
different subset is negative. 

Example 2.7 

 
Fig.7. Signed Fuzzy Graph. 

 
Fig.8. Balanced Signed Fuzzy graph. 

 

2.8. Theorem  

 A Signed fuzzy graph is balanced if and only if for each 
pair of distinct pair of points X and Y, all the paths joining X 
and Y have the same sign. 

2.9. Theorem  

 A Signed fuzzy graph G is called balanced if and only if its 
vertex set V can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets 
namely V1 and V2, in such a way that each positive line of G 
joints two points of the same subset and each negative line 
joints two points of different subsets. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD FOR THE NOTION OF 

STRUCTURAL BALANCED FUZZY GRAPH  

3.1. Positive and Negative Relationship using Fuzzy graph 

 If every edge has a positive or negative sign associated 
with it, it is called a signed fuzzy graph. Thus the four graphs 
of figures are signed fuzzy graphs. Let positive sign denotes 
friends and negative sign denotes enemies, then 

  
(1) (2) 

 

  
(3) (4) 

 
Fig.9. Signed Fuzzy graph. 

 In graph (1), )(
1

v  is a friend of both )(
2

v  and )(
3

v  

and )(
2

v  and )(
3

v  are also friend, this is balanced signed 

fuzzy graph [Because, three positive, the result will also be 
positive]. 
 In graph (2), )(

1
v  is a friend of )(

2
v , but )(

1
v  and 

)(
2

v  are but jointly enemies of )(
3

v ,  This is balanced 

sign fuzzy graph. 
 In graph (3), )(

1
v is a friend of both )(

2
v  and )(

3
v but 

)(
2

v  and )(
3

v  are enemies,  this is unbalanced fuzzy 

signed graph. 
 In graph (4), )(

1
v is a enemy of both )(

2
v  and ),(

3
v  

and )(
2

v  and )(
3

v  are not friends. This is also unbalanced 

fuzzy signed graph.  
 In this fuzzy graph there can be 8 relational configurations, 
relationships from  a  to d  are balanced and those from e  to 
h  are unbalanced.  
Balanced Fuzzy graph:  
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a) )()(),()(),()(
323121

vvvvvv +++  

b) )()(),()(),()(
323121

vvvvvv +−−  

c) )()(),()(),()(
323121

vvvvvv −+−  

d) )()(),()(),()(
323121

vvvvvv −−+  

Unbalanced Fuzzy graph: 
e) )()(),()(),()(

323121
vvvvvv +−+  

f) )()(),()(),()(
323121

vvvvvv −++  

g) )()(),()(),()(
323121

vvvvvv ++−  

h) )()(),()(),()(
323121

vvvvvv −−−  

 Triangles with one or three ''+  are referred to as balanced, 
because they are free of these sources of instability. Triangles 
with zero or two ''+  are referred to as unbalanced. 
 Balanced theory is the triadic relationship between 

)(),(
21

vv   and )(
3

v . If )(
3

v  likes )(
1

v , then 

)],()([
13

vv +  and )(
1

v  states )(
2

v  are great 

)],()([
21

vv +  if he doesn’t like )(
2

v , then )]()([
23

vv −  

he feels uncomfortable and the relationship is imbalanced. 
 Therefore to restore the balance he will change his attitude 
into )]()([

32
vv +  and return to configuration number 1.  

 People don’t relate any cognition in each other to find 

inconsistency. But may consider that an attitude change is 
likely to happen when they are aware of any inconsistency. 
 The first two fuzzy graphs represent normal behavior and 
are said to be balanced, while the last two fuzzy graphs 
represent unbalanced situation since it )(

1
v  is a friend of 

both )(
2

v  and ),(
3

v  and )(
2

v  and )(
3

v  are enemies, 

this creates a tension in the system and there is a similar 
tension when )(

2
v  and )(

3
v  have common enemy ),(

1
v  

but are not friends of each other.  

3.2. Formulation of the Structural Balanced Problem 

 A structural balanced problem can be modeled by a fuzzy 
graph where the nodes represent the various group of people 
and the edges represent the relationship among them. Thus 
the structural balanced problem results in a complete graph, 
that is, every node is connected to every other node by an 
edge with a sign associated with it. 
 Here a structural balanced problem for symmetric case at 
seven people is considered, where 

)(),(),(),(),(),(),(
7654321

vvvvvvv  are the group 

of people. Here two cases will be shown, one for the balanced 
situation and another for unbalanced situation as shown 
below:  

Case I  

Representing a balance structural problem by using signed 
fuzzy graph. The relationship of the people is shown in Fig 
10. 

 
Fig.10. Balance network. 

 Here, vertices represent the groups of people and the edges 
joining the vertices represent a relationship between the 

people. The positive (+) sign indicates friends, and the 
negative (-) sign indicates enemies. Therefore, from the 
Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.9, it is found that the system 
represented by Fig.10 is a balanced. As vertex set can be 
partitioned into two disjoint subsets and edges joining the 
vertices of the same subset are positive and the edges joining 
the vertices of two different subsets are negative.  
 Here the vertices )(),(),(),(

7431
vvvv  can be put in 

one set as )},(),(),(),({
7431

vvvvX =  and the vertices 

)(),(),(
652

vvv   can be put another set as 

)},(),(),({
652

vvvY =  such that every edges between 

)},(),(),(),({
7431

vvvvX =  is positive and the edges 

from the vertex set )},(),(),({
652

vvvY = to any vertex of 

)},(),(),(),({
7431

vvvvX =  are negative. Hence, it is 

balanced. 

Case II  

 Representing an unbalance structural problem by using 
signed fuzzy graph. The relationship of the people is shown 
in Fig 11. 

 
Fig.11. Unbalanced Network 

 Here the vertices )(),(),(),(
7431

vvvv  can be put in 

one set such as )},(),(),(),({
7431

vvvvX =  and the 

vertices )(),(),(
652

vvv   can be put in another set as 

)}.(),(),({
652

vvvY =  The above signed fuzzy graph in 

fig.11 is unbalanced. That is, the set of vertices set X cannot 
be partitioned into two disjoint subsets. Also there are two 
negative cycles which means that the above fuzzy graph 
representing the structural problem is unbalanced. 

3.3. The degree of unbalanced sign of a fuzzy graph 

 The degree of balance of a fuzzy graph G to be the ratio of 
the positive cycles of G to the real number of cycles in G. 
This balanced index obviously lies between 0 and 1.  

  

 

 
1

G  
2

G    

 
Fig.12. Signed fuzzy graph. 
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1
G  has six negative triangles ,abc  ,ade  ,bcd  

,bce ,bde cde and has four positive triangles 
.,,, aceabdacdabe  

 
2

G  has four negative triangles namely bceabdabc ,, , bde  

and has six positive triangles .,,,,, aceacdabecdebcdade  

 The degree of balance of 
1

G  is less than the degree of 

balance of .
2

G  

 However in order to get a balanced graph from ,
1

G  we 

have to change the sign of only two edges which is bc  and 
de  and similarly to make 

2
G  balanced we have to change the 

signs of two edges as follows bc  and .bd  From this point of 
view both 

1
G  and 

2
G  are equally unbalanced.  

Theorem 3.1 

 Any fuzzy signed graph ,G  the sum of signed degrees of 
vertices of even degree is equal to twice the signed degree of 
membership of all the edges and the difference of the sum of 
signed degrees of vertices of odd degree.  

Proof 

 Let ),(: G  is a signed fuzzy graph. Consider even 

vertices )(),(),(),(),(),(),(
7654321

vvvvvvv   of fuzzy 

signed graph  ).,(: G  

 
 

Fig.13. Signed Fuzzy Graph. 
  If the membership grades of edges which are incident on 
any signed degree of vertex )(

i
v  are added, then the signed 

degree vertex is equal to  
 |)]([deg)]([deg|)](deg[ uuus −= −+  

corresponding membership values of vertices vary, 
 1.0]3.02.0[6.0)](deg[

1
=+−= vs  

 3.03.06.0)](deg[
2

=−= vs  

 3.03.0]1.05.0[)](deg[
3

=−+= vs  

 5.03.0]1.07.0[)](deg[
4

=−+= vs  

 3.02.05.0)](deg[
5

=−= vs  

 8.02.0]3.07.0[)](deg[
6

=−+= vs  

 1.02.03.0)](deg[
7

=−= vs  

If the membership grades of edges are added, then find the 
sign degree of edges,  


=

−+

+
−=

7

1
1

|)]([deg)]([deg|),(
i

ii
uuvu  

 −++++= ]3.07.05.01.06.0[ ]2.03.03.02.0[ +++  

                              12.2 −=  
                              2.1=  

             
=

+
=

7

1
1

2.1),(
i

ii
vu  

 
=

=
n

i
i

vs
1

)](deg[ twice the sum of signed degree of 

membership of ).,(
1+ii

vu  

 
=

+

=

=
n

i
ii

n

i
i

vuvs
1

1
1

),(2)](deg[.  

 But, here )](deg[.
i

vs   has been splited into two parts. 

i.e.,  
= =

+

=

+
n

i

n

i
iiK

K

i
i

vuwsvs
1 1

1
1

),(2deg.deg.  

Here, 
=

K

i
i

vs
1

deg.  is the sum over even degree vertices (i.e., 

)(),(),(
642

vvv  ) 

)](deg[.)](deg[.)](deg[.deg.
642

1

vsvsvsvs
K

i
i

++=
=

 

                 8.05.03.0 ++=  


=

=
K

i
i

vs
1

6.1deg.  


=

n

i
K

ws
1

deg.  is the sum over odd degree vertices 

(i.e., )(),(),(),(
7531

vvvv  ) 


=

+++=
n

i
K

vsvsvsvsws
1

7531
)](deg[.)](deg[.)](deg[.)](deg[.deg.

 
                      1.03.03.01.0 +++=  8.0=  


=

=
n

i
K

ws
1

8.0deg.  

 The sum of signed degrees of vertices of even degree is 
equal to twice the degree of membership of all the edges and 
the difference of the sum of signed degrees of vertices of odd 
degree.  

(i.e) 
==

+

=

−=
n

i
K

n

i
ii

K

i
i

wsvuvs
11

1
1

deg.),(2deg.  

                      8.0)2.1(26.1 −=   

                             8.04.2 −=  
                        6.16.1 =  
Hence the theorem.  

Theorem 3.2 

 For any signed fuzzy graph ),(: G  without isolated 

vertices, ),(22)](deg[
10 +



=+ ii
Vv

vvnv  and 




+
Vv

ii
vvvs )1,(2|)](deg[.| . 

Proof 

 A signed fuzzy graph is one in which every edge has a 
positive or negative sign associated with it.  
 Let positive sign denote friends and negative sign denotes 
enemies.  
 Given signed fuzzy graph ),(: G  without isolated 

vertices. First each 
 )]([deg)]([deg)](deg[ vvv += −+  

 In a signed fuzzy graph ),(: G  with ),(|| vV =  

),,(||
1+

=
ii

vvE  we denote ),(
1+

+
ii

vv  the number of 

positive edges of G and ),(
1+

−
ii

vv  denote the number of 

negative edges of G respectively.  
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 )(
0

n  denote the number of vertices with zero signed 

fuzzy degrees. Since G has no isolated vertices, .0)(.
0

= ns  

Thus,  




−+



++=+
VvVv

nvvnv )(2)]([deg)]([deg)(.2)](deg[
00

                                     

)(2),(2),(2
011

nvvvv
iiii

++=
+

−

+

+  




+
+=+

Vv
ii

nvvnv )(2),(2)(.2)](deg[
010

 

Example  

 
 

Fig.14. Fuzzy signed graph. 
 )]([deg)]([deg)](deg[ vvv += −+  

6.13.04.09.0)](deg[
1

=++= v  

3.12.03.08.0)](deg[
2

=++= v  

3.11.04.08.0)](deg[
3

=++= v  

7.01.02.04.0)](deg[
4

=++= v  

0.12.04.04.0)](deg[
5

=++= v  

9.12.02.02.04.09.0)](deg[
6

=++++= v  

 Sum of degrees of all vertices,  
 9.10.17.03.13.16.1)](deg[ +++++= v  

  8.7)](deg[ = v  

In this fuzzy graph 0)(
0

= n  

To find, ),(2
1+

+
ii

vv  and ),(2
1+

−
ii

vv  

 9.29.04.08.04.04.0),(
1

=++++=
+

+

ii
vv  

    12.02.02.01.03.0),(
1

=++++=
+

−

ii
vv    

 ),(2),(2),(2
111 +

−

+

+

+
+=

iiiiii
vvvvvv  

     )1(2)9.2(2 +=  

     28.5 +=  
 8.7),(2

1
=

+ii
vv  

 ),(2)](deg[
1+



= ii
Vv

vvv  

                     8.78.7 =  

),(2|)](deg[.|
1+



 ii
Vv

vvvs  

|)]([deg)]([deg||)](deg[.| vvvs −= −+  

 13.04.09.0)](deg[.
1

=−+= vs  

 3.0]2.03.0[8.0)](deg[.
2

=+−= vs  

 1.11.04.08.0)](deg[.
3

=−+= vs  

 1.0]1.02.0[4.0)](deg[.
4

=+−= vs  

 6.02.04.04.0)](deg[.
5

=−+= vs  

 7.0]2.02.02.0[4.09.0)](deg[.
6

=++−+= vs  

 Sum of signed degrees of all vertices,  

 7.06.01.01.13.01)](deg[.| +++++= vs  

                        8.3=  

 


+


Vv
ii

vvvs ),(2|)](deg[.|
1

 

      8.78.3   
Hence proved.  

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

S. 
No. 

People 
Relation 

between people 
of a group 

Character 
Relation 
between 
people 

1. )(
1

v  )()(
21

vv −  Negative Enemy 

)()(
31

vv −  Positive Friend 

2. )(
2

v  )()(
42

vv −  Negative Enemy 

)()(
72

vv −  Negative Enemy 

3. )(
3

v  )()(
43

vv −  Positive Friend 

4. )(
4

v  )()(
54

vv −  Negative Enemy 

)()(
74

vv −  Positive Friend 

5. )(
5

v  )()(
65

vv −  Negative Enemy 

6. )(
6

v  )()(
76

vv −  Negative Enemy 

It is clear that the structural problem at a balanced situation is 
smooth;      this situation is used to have a sense of working 
well together, without tension to have good level of mutual 
awareness for a small group of people. On the other hand the 
structural problem at an unbalanced situation is compared to 
the balanced situation; this creates a tension in the system. 
Therefore to restore the balance he will change his attitude 
negative into positive. Though here comparatively 
considered less number of people, however the procedure can 
be generalized and applied to large number of people and to 
be checked whether attitude among the people are efficient or 
not. In a group consisting of persons with positive and 
negative attitudes the fuzzy signed graph place an important 
role to justify the decision taken. Instead of terms like and 
dislike for investigating the relationship between people of a 
group the model yields a respectable outcome in the future.  

V. CONCLUSION 

 To study this type of problems, signed fuzzy graph, will be 
very useful. We use more general terms like positive relation 
and negative relation instead of terms like and dislike in 
investigating the relationship between people of a group. 
Thus the model makes maximum sense for a group of people 
small enough to have this level of mutual awareness. And 
also we analyzed the ideas on signed graph properties of 
fuzzy signed graph based on its degree sequence.  
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